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In Partner to the Poor the medical
anthropologist Paul Farmer writes that
the failure to contemplate social and

economic aspects of epidemics stunts
our understanding of them To this one
might add And hinders our ability to

contain and defeat them Craig Tim
berg a Journalist for The Washington
Post and Daniel Halperin an epidemi
ologist and medical anthropologist at
the University of North Carolina have
collaborated on Tinderbox precisely
to explore these very aspects of the
AIDS epidemic in Africa They set out
to identify why AIDS emerged when it
did why Africans were so dispropor
tionally affected and why some coun
tries have succeeded in reducing infec
tion rates while others have not
The last two questions are especially

pressing as AIDS continues to spread in
large sections of Africa Currently South
Africans turning 15 have a 50 percent
risk of becoming infected with H I V Mr
Timberg and Dr Halperin argue that
while treatment is important prevention
is even more so and their frustration
that not enough is being done is palp
able Putting millions more people on
medicine while an urgent humanitarian
priority should not distract from the im
perative of preventing new infections
After AIDS first appeared in the

United States in 1981 it became clear
that there were in fact three distinct epi
demics going on The disease primarily
afflicted intravenous drug users the re
cipients of contaminated blood products
and homosexual men and sex workers

Ultimately the best responses would
take into account the particularities of
each population Needle exchanges suc
ceeded in reducing H I V transmission
among drug users the screening of
blood products minimized the risk of in
fection from transfusions and condoms
have been effective in decreasing the
dangers of sexual contact Only by tar
geting the specific risks for each group
did these efforts succeed
The AIDS epidemic in Africa has a

different profile and requires different
remedies H I V is spread mainly by
heterosexual contact More women are

infected than men And the proportion
of the population that acquires the dis
ease is much greater there than any
where else

Two factors appear to have especially
accelerated H I V s spread in Africa
One is the relatively low number of cir
cumcised men in some areas It has
been found that circumcision reduces

infection in men by as much as 76 per
cent The other is multiple sexual rela
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Despite the success of the zero
grazing campaign in Uganda
Western donors have been

reluctant to support efforts to
modify sexual behavior

Uonships a common practice within
some African societies One large sur
vey in Uganda found more than half of
women and men over 30 had at least

one concurrent sexual relationship
with the liaisons lasting on average for
more than two years The mathematics
of epidemiology are unforgiving such
sexual relationships place manymore
people at risk of infection
Many Africans have recognized how

vulnerable this kind of sexual behavior

makes people and have sought to
change it Popular entertainers are per
forming songs with explicit messages
Avoid picking up just anybody Think

before youmake love Even if you de
sire someone be careful Think first
In Uganda the government has
sponsored campaigns mixing messages
of fear with advocacy of spousal faithful
ness or zero gra2ing a farming term
familiar to Ugandans The president
Yoweri Museveni a onetime bom again
Christian has even advocated poly

gamy over serial concurrent relation
ships and he has received support from
churches that had previously called for
the abolition of the practice The success
of these campaigns has been impres
sive between 1989 and 1995 casual
sexual relationships in Uganda re
portedly declined by 60 percent Many
observers credit these changes for the
drop in Uganda s AIDS prevalence rate
from 15 percent in 1991 to 5 percent in
2001 Or as Mr Timberg and Dr Halper
in put it Zero grazing had worked
What about condoms During the

early 90s only 55 percent of Ugandan
men reported ever using them Though
actively promoted by Westerners they
were thought to undermine zero graz
ing by encouraging casual sex and so
Mr Museveni banned condom adver

tisements in 1991
Still the key is to be flexible to direct

efforts to fit the particular circum
stances Condom use is just one compo
nent of a varied ABC approach to
AIDS prevention abstinence be faith
ful condoms It took time however for
professionals to recognize the impor
tance of such flexibility Dr Halperin
whoworked for the United States

Agency for International Development
in Africa in the 1990s recalls being
dressed down by a senior official I

don t want to hear about ABC We do

condoms Only in December 2002 did
ABC become official agency policy
Despite the success of the zero graz

ing campaign in Uganda and similar
campaigns elsewhere Western donors
have been reluctant to support efforts to
modify sexual behavior Discussions of
variations in this area gradually ac
quired a taboo status Mr Timberg and
Dr Halperin write They claim that one
reason the former South African presi
dent Thabo Mbeki resisted Western as
sistance and neglected the fight against
AIDS in his country at an estimated
cost of 330 000 lives was that he grew
supremely irritated at portrayals of Af
ricans as inherently hypersexual
Mr Timberg and Dr Halperin s book

constitutes a strong warning to those
who would disregard the cultural spe
cificities of those one is trying to serve
whether individuals or entire societies
But the authors stand on less sturdy
ground when they also argue that the
spread of AIDS is a direct consequence
of the Western colonization of Africa in
the 19th and 20th centuries It is cer

tainly true that colonialism s legacy in
cluded great social upheaval as well as
networks of roads and railways that ul
timately facilitated the spread of infec
tious disease But they oversimplify the

complexities of causation in writing
that colonialism had had the effect of

transforming the region into a tinder
box capable of creating the AIDS epi
demic Then it fanned the flames

Elsewhere they acknowledge that epi
demics result from an accumulation of
millions of collective actions rather
than individual moments of poor judg
ment or bad luck Surely many of
those actions would have occurred
within African societies as they mod
ernized even in the absence of colonial
ism

Mr Timberg and Dr Halperin s
broader concern is that the West s re

sponse to the AIDS epidemic reflects a
paternalist mind set that stems from
the colonial past Where once there
were conquerors and the conquered
now the relationship too often is under
stood narrowly irrterms of saviors and
the saved Nearly anythingWestern
ers try to accomplish in Africa can be
deemed paternalist by one measure or
another But insofar as Mr Timberg
and Dr Halperin are urging Western
ers to truly understand the cultures
they are seeking to assist they are well
worth heeding

Dennis Rosen is a pediatric pulmonolog
istwho practices in Boston
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